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Technocim is a manufacturer of concrete products from Bulgaria, estab‐
lished as a part of the Balkanstroy AD Group in the beginning of 2007. For
this project Balkanstroy has relied on the need for quality and highly tech‐
nological local production which could satisfy the construction industry
and the market of construction materials in Bulgaria.
Technocim started its production in May 2008.
Technocim’s factory, which is located in the district of Vrazhdebna in
Soﬁa, has an area of 25.000 sq. m. The factory is fully automated and
equipped with high‐quality machines from the top producers in this
branch such as Hess Maschinenfabrik Gmbh & Co KG – Germany and
ABECE AB – Sweden.
Among the concrete products the company manufactures are: TILES; HALF‐, LEFT‐ AND RIGHT‐ TILES; ROOF RIDGE
TILES; ENDING AND STARTING HIP ROOF RIDGE TILES; 3‐WAY APEXES AND 4‐WAY APEXES; VIBROPRESSED
PAVING BLOCKS; CURBS; SIDEWALK FLAGS; DRAINAGE CHANNELS; PARKING AND CHIMNEY ELEMENTS; BRICKS
AND DECORATIVE MASONRY BLOCKS FOR RETAINING WALLS.
The products of Technocim are manufactured from inert materials and linking substances, extracted from the region of
Soﬁa. In order to strengthen the products and to improve their features, one uses various plasticizers and chemical additives.
Due to the speciﬁc technological processes, two separate halls with dryers have been constructed within the factory prem‐
ises and the concrete junction point has been designed so as to meet the needs of the two productions simultaneously. All
Technocim products are manufactured in compliance with the requirements of the European product standards which are
in line with the Bulgarian legislation.
The products are tested in specialized laboratories which have declared compliance with BDS EN 1338/1339/1340 for the
cobbles and the curb stones and BDS EN 490 for the tiles. These standards show the results from the testing of the strength
characteristics, the resistance to frost, the absorption of water, the resistance to wear and tear and many other perform‐
ance features. The products are not only in compliance with the above mentioned criteria but they even surpass them which
is an evidence for their high quality. All of the products, including the genuine materials and fractions have been tested in
proprietary laboratory which monitors the main criteria and guarantees continuous quality control. The company has its own
warehouse base and keeps ﬁxed amounts in stock which together with the transportation that is provided and the well‐de‐
veloped distribution network in the entire country provide for the quick service and short delivery time.
TILES
The production of tiles is performed by means of a unique assembly line with three proﬁles – low, middle wave and ﬂat tile.
Such assembly lines are used mainly in Germany and Sweden and are less than 5% of the assembly lines used worldwide.
The ﬂat tile is a unique product for the Bulgarian market, too.
The typical feature for the tiles and the roof elements made of concrete is the additional second cover. The production tech‐
nology follows the principle of drying the raw product at a temperature of 40 °C with strictly ﬁxed amounts of humidity. This
technology provides the Technocim products with excellent features: high impact strength, very good water‐proof feature,
big density, safety and resistance against the “frost‐thaw” cycles, ﬁre resistance, storm‐proof feature and increased strength
in the course of time which means the durability is guaranteed. The tiles from Technocim are produced from natural raw
materials and they are nature‐friendly product.
PAVEMENTS
They are produced on the principle of vibropressed products. This way the formation of air pockets is avoided and bigger
density and strength are achieved. The products have module sizes allowing for their arrangement in variable combinations
in accordance with the ideas and desires of the designers and investors for whose convenience the company oﬀers techni‐
cal consultations and ready decisions.
ACCESSORIES AND ELEMENTS
Technocim oﬀers to the customer complete roof solutions performed by means of a system which includes accessories for
achieving maximum level of quality, safety and esthetics. Being the ﬁrst one of its kind on the Bulgarian market, the company
oﬀers concrete pavements with drain channels, curb stones and elements for achieving completeness and uniqueness.
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TECHNOCIM
A FRIEND OF NATURE

The term STEADY DEVELOPMENT means bidirectional performance ‐ meeting people's needs and expectations while
preserving the natural resources for the next generations. In other words, the steady development means smart and
expedient resource use. It is one of the basic principles of the environmental friendly living. The term has become
even more actual during the recent years when the problems related to the changing climate and growing pollution
have become even more serious.
All this together will bring about the natural development of different environmental lines in all spheres, especially
in the construction sector.
Our attention is drawn to some sensible projects and implementation of numerous new technologies and strategies.
The purpose is reducing the consumption of water, energy and other resources as well as the reduction of the impact
on the life and exploitation of the buildings.
Last but not least, this type of construction is considered to be in compliance with one of the basic principles of the
steady development – recycling. The possibility for recycling the construction materials used is a significant one.
Technocim, being a company with modern vision and care for the environment, supports very eagerly the minimal
environmental impact. That is why it relies on the most environmentally friendly roof covers ‐ concrete tiles.
The company relies exclusively on the minimal ecological impact from the production process as well. It uses mod‐
ern technologies which allow for the creation of a concrete tile as an alternative to the ceramic one. It has the same
quality as the products known for centuries.
The concrete tile produced by Technocim is a much more reliable product with different colors and shapes which has
it steady market positions in the world market. It is typical for its long durability. Its exploitation life is more than 100
years and is manufactured by natural and harmless materials such as:
High quality cement
Sand with corn size content from 0 to 4 mm
Water
Coloring – pigments of iron oxide
Besides it is manufactured of natural raw materials and substances abundant in and typical for the region of pro‐
duction, as well as the fact that it possesses long durability, another fact contributes to its name of being an ecolog‐
ical product – namely the energy needed for its production.
From observations and researches made in European factories after 1999, is has become clear that the energy con‐
sumption and the harmful emissions from the production of concrete tiles are significantly lower compared to those
from the production of other roof materials including ceramic tiles. According to different researches, the con‐
sumption of non‐restorable energy remains very low.
Here we should mention the energy cost‐efficiency of the product in the construction sector as a quality that should
not be underestimated when having in mind the steady development.
Last but not least, we should mention recycling: The modern technological equipment of the factory allows for the
realization of a completely no waste leaving technology complying with the highest standards of EU in this field. The
unapproved production is processed entirely as a secondary construction product, used for performing of reverse em‐
bankments. This possibility for recycling could be implemented also in case of old roofs repair works, when the roofs
are made of concrete tiles.
In order to be competitive you have to be aware of the current requirements for environmental friendly construction
so that you could reduce the loss of energy and achieve an efficient level of production.
That is why, besides the high quality of the tiles, their perfect look and their undoubted advantages, the care for the
environment is included as a main production priority.
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CONCRETE
TILES

In the architectural and construction branches around the world there are predominantly two basic types of roofs ‐
slope and flat ones. There are still disputes concerning the technical and economical features and the advantages and
the disadvantages of the one or the other type of roofs. A fact which is proven and undisputable is that the space
under the slope roof can be used, which results in a cheaper value of the built‐up area per square meter.
With the changes in our social, political and public life and the escalating prices of the terrains for construction, the
investors, designers and constructors have increasingly started to use preferably the slope roof for both individual
and multi‐family residence buildings.
The big volume of construction has urged the demand for tiles which are the basic material for the slope roofs. Un‐
fortunately, the number of deposits of high‐quality clay for ceramic products used for the construction of slope roofs
both in this country and worldwide has decreased significantly. The Bulgarian market has suffered significantly from
the lack of quality ceramic products which had urged the need to import them from Greece, Turkey and Macedonia.
These have a decent look but the tests showed that they could not comply to the Bulgarian national standard and
more specifically to the level of frost resistance.
That is why in order to satisfy the needs of the construction materials market concerning the quality and high‐tech‐
nological production, Technocim has constructed and started to operate an own factory.
The tiles are produced on a last‐generation assembly line, and there are only a few manufacturers in the world who
have such a line. The production technology undergoes the following phases:
Homogeneous mixing of concrete with the pigments from iron oxide and extruded in moulds.
Cutting and rounding the edges – for the low and average wave profiles
First sealing or first painting on the wet surface with acrylic paint
Drying under maximal temperature 40 °C in a specially isolated dryer room with 80% humidity for 12 hours
‐ The control of the temperature and humidity are the reason for quality end product. They are the basic dif‐
ference between the Technocim products and the other manufacturers on the Bulgarian market. Another
basic difference is the recipe concrete mix used.
Second sealing or second painting on the dry surface and additional natural drying on a circulation table for
22 minutes.
Wrapping with cling film which isolates the products from the harmful influence of the atmosphere conditions
in the storehouse.
Packaging with stretch folio which insulates the products against the harmful influences of the atmosphere
conditions in the storehouse.

3. Concrete tiles are not susceptible to strong winds, storms and torrent rains no matter what the roof construc‐
tion might be. They absorb 25% less humidity in comparison to the ceramic tiles and the special fixing brackets
add extra stability to the roof. Their own body mass contributes to the better stability of the roof as well when
compared to alternative roof products.
4. Technocim’s concrete tiles do not increase the pressure of the roof construction per square meter because the
norm is 10 tiles per square meter while with the ceramic ones the norm is 15 tiles per square meter.
5. Technocim tiles are manufactured in a completely automated method using technological lines from Europe’s
leading manufacturer ABECE AB, Sweden. That is why the shapes and sizes of the tiles have the minimal possi‐
ble diversion levels, which is a condition for ideal and quick fitting during installation.
6. Technocim’s tiles are highly resistant to hail. Their high density and the excellent quality of the additional sec‐
ond covering makes them exceptionally resistant to hails which are a common phenomenon in Bulgaria. The ce‐
ramic materials with varnished and glazed upper surfaces do form micro cracks during hails. With the lapse of
time these cracks tend to enlarge and become a reason for the increasing of water absorption which in turn leads
to destruction of the frost‐thaw cycles.
7. Technocim concrete times do not burn and successfully protect the basic wooden constructions from inflam‐
mation.
8. The tiles are colored in four main colors – red, brick red, brown and anthracite. They could be colored (beyond
the standards) in other colors according to client requirements and could be made to look older as well.
9. Three types of tiles are produces – low wave (Breeze), middle wave (Onda) and flat (Plano). The last type is
unique and the only one available on our market. With its outlook and esthetic advantages, this type of tile
adds a vintage look to the buildings. The sizes of all the three types are 33/42 sm. They are laid down under min‐
imal slope angle 18°.
To every single type of tiles also aiding manual items are manufactured.
The supporting accessories include: the roof ridge‐tiles, left‐ and right‐end tiles, half tiles, 3‐way apex and 4‐way
apex tiles etc. The application of these items gives to the roof a feel of completeness and reliability, combined
with extremely aesthetic view. All products are:
Manufactured by natural/genuine/ materials
Ecologically pure
They have high strength qualities
Durable to humidity and frost
Durable to fire
Long‐lasting for exploitation under extreme weather conditions
They are mounted easy and quick

Technocim offers three profiles on the market – middle wave, low wave and flat tile. The flat tile is a new product on
the Bulgarian market and is an allusion to the traditional stone slabs typical for the Bulgarian architecture.
Each one of the 3 profiles could be colored and/or made to look older and the coloring could be in the whole volume.
This guarantees the durability of the main color of the product and its covering with protective layers and seals pre‐
vents the salts crystallization and leads to homogeneity of the surface and additional protection against climate im‐
pacts. Making the products to look older does not affect the quality of the products because it is achieved via spraying
of black paint on the whole product surface.

ADVANTAGES OF THE TECHNOCIM’S CONCRETE ROOF PRODUCTS
1. The accumulation of the strength of the concrete goes on as the years pass by! Related to the ceramic tiles, the
concrete ones are growing stronger with the lapse of time i.e. durability of the roof is guaranteed.
2. Technocim’s tiles are resistant to frost‐thaw cycles. They have high density and that is why they absorb less hu‐
midity from rain and snow. The risk level for absorbing humidity and freeze is equal to zero. Technocim tiles are
much more frost resistant and durable in comparison to alternative roof materials.
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CONCRETE
TILES

PLANO
ONDA
BREEZE
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PLANO
Manufactured in Bulgaria, covering the strength characteristics for concrete tiles and in compliance with the European
requirements and standards, Plano creates a unique esthetical look for every building not taking into account the archi‐
tectural style. The tile has been awarded “BEST CONSTRUCTION PRODUCT” for 2008 and 2009 in the category ROOF SYS‐
TEMS in the online competition of the construction Internet platform citybuild.bg.
Plano is the tile, which fully complies with the contemporary requirements for modern and advanced‐guard architecture.
Meanwhile, the ﬂat, correct and clean form in combination with the anthracite color brings the feeling for antiquity.
Placed on the roof construction it looks like a stone plate and underpins the vintage look of the building. Plano combines
functionality and the correct forms and sizes underpin esthetical look and perfection and allow quick and easy placement.
The additional range of accessories is a decision even for the most diﬃcult details in the roof construction.

Аnthracite
К001

Tile red
К002

Red
К003

Brown
К004

Vintage
К005

Technical feature:
Product Type: Interlocking tile with straight front edge
Length: 420 mm
Width: 330 mm
Hanging length: 398 mm
Cover width: > 300 mm
Proﬁle depth: no
Weight: 4,900 kg.
Dimensional variation: complies
Mechanical resistance: > 1200 H
External ﬁre performance: complies
Reaction to ﬁre: complies
Water impermeability: complies
Durability (freeze‐thaw): complies

Information on the packaging:
* The company manufactures con‐
crete tiles in other colors, too, as
well as in blue and green (diﬀerent
from the standards) upon agree‐
ment with the customer.
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pallet’s size: 100 x 120 cm
quantity of product in a pallet: 180 units sq. m.
product in a pallet: 16 m2
weight of a pallet: 882 kg.
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PLANO

PLANO

HALF TILE

FLAT LEFT- AND
RIGHT-END ROOF TILES

Аnthracite
К001

Tile red
К002

Red
К003

Brown
К004

The half tile is the easy solution for the ones who have preferred
placement the ﬂat tile PLANO in a checkmate style. In this way
one spares the redundant cutting.

The end tiles are a very good and esthetical solution for forming
the front‐end edges and covering the front beams with the two‐
layer roofs.

Vintage
К005

* The company manufactures con‐
crete tiles in other colors, too, as
well as in blue and green (different
from the standards) upon agree‐
ment with the customer.
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Technical feature:

Technical feature:

Product Type: Coordinated complementary element /CO/
Element Type: ﬂat half roof tile
Length: 420 mm
Width: 180 mm
Weight: 2,650 kg.
Dimensional variation: complies
Mechanical resistance: complies
External ﬁre performance: complies
Reaction to ﬁre: complies
Water impermeability: complies
Durability (freeze‐thaw): complies

Product Type: Coordinated complementary element /CO/
Element Type: ﬂat left‐end roof tile, (ﬂat right‐end roof tile)
Length: 420 mm
Width: 225 mm, (ﬂat right‐end roof tile ‐ 185 mm)
Weight: 5,000 kg., (ﬂat right‐end roof tile ‐ 4,450 kg.)
Dimensional variation: complies
Mechanical resistance: complies
External ﬁre performance: complies
Reaction to ﬁre: complies
Water impermeability: complies
Durability (freeze‐thaw): complies

Information on the packaging:

Information on the packaging:

pallet’s size: 100 x 120 cm
quantity of product in a pallet: 100 units
weight of a pallet: 265 kg.

pallet’s size: 100 x 120 cm
quantity of product in a pallet: left – 80 items, right – 108 items
weight of a pallet: left – 400 kg., right – 480,6 kg.
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PLANO

PLANO

ROOF RIDGE-TILE

ENDING AND STARTING HIP
ROOF RIDGE-TILE

Аnthracite
К001

Tile red
К002

Red
К003

Brown
К004

The roof ridge‐tile is an important part of the roof, which gives
the ﬁnal visual and practical ﬁnished look and creates protection
from the intruding water and the diﬀerent atmosphere inﬂu‐
ences. It is laid on the ridge, with a minimum slope from 18°.

The ending hip roof ridge‐tile is suitable for ending the ridge with a
two‐layered roof. The product is used as a starting hip roof ridge‐tile
with the various layered roofs and besides being an improvement
to their esthetical look it prevents the intrusion of contaminants,
birds and animals through the ridge

Vintage
К005

* The company manufactures con‐
crete tiles in other colors, too, as
well as in blue and green (different
from the standards) upon agree‐
ment with the customer.
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Technical feature:

Technical feature:

Product Type: Uncoordinated complementary element /NC/
Element Type: ﬂat roof ridge tile /F/
Length: 420 mm
Width: 225 mm
Weight: 4,500 kg.
Dimensional variation: complies
Mechanical resistance: complies
External ﬁre performance: complies
Reaction to ﬁre: complies
Water impermeability: complies
Durability (freeze‐thaw): complies

Product Type: Uncoordinated complementary element /NC/
Element Type: ﬂat ending and starting ridge tile /F/
Length: 420 mm
Width: 225 mm
Height: 140 mm
Weight: 5,150 kg.
Dimensional variation: complies
Mechanical resistance: complies
External ﬁre performance: complies
Reaction to ﬁre: complies
Water impermeability: complies
Durability (freeze‐thaw): complies

Information on the packaging:

Information on the packaging:

pallet’s size: 100 x 120 cm
quantity of product in a pallet: 100 units
weight of a pallet: 450 kg.

SOLD PER ITEM
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ONDA
Onda gives to every type of building, regardless whether it is a residential, public or
production one, a very typical harmonious look. The wave‐form of the surface of the roof gives to it an esthetic and clas‐
sic lay as the eﬀect is signiﬁcant with the combination of proﬁle with the traditional roof red color.
This is a good solution for traditionalists.

Аnthracite
К001

Tile red
К002

Red
К003

Brown
К004

Technical feature:
Product Type: Interlocking tile with straight front edge
Length: 420 mm
Width: 330 mm
Hanging length: 398 mm
Cover width: > 300 mm
Proﬁle depth: 35 mm
Weight: 4,400 kg.
Dimensional variation: complies
Mechanical resistance: > 2000 H
External ﬁre performance: complies
Reaction to ﬁre: complies
Water impermeability: complies
Durability (freeze‐thaw): complies

Vintage
К005

Information on the packaging:
* The company manufactures con‐
crete tiles in other colors, too, as
well as in blue and green (diﬀerent
from the standards) upon agree‐
ment with the customer.
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pallet’s size: 100 x 120 cm
quantity of product in a pallet: 240 units sq. m.
product in a pallet: 24 m2
weight of a pallet: 1056 kg.
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ONDA

ONDA

MIDDLE WAVE HALF TILE

MIDDLE WAVE LEFT- AND
RIGHT-END ROOF TILES

Аnthracite
К001

Tile red
К002

Red
К003

Brown
К004

The half tile ONDA spares the redundant cutting of the whole tiles
when laying the sloped roofs with the minimum slope of 18°.

The end tiles are a very good and esthetical solution for forming
the front‐end edges and covering the front beams with the two‐
layer roofs.

Vintage
К005

* The company manufactures con‐
crete tiles in other colors, too, as
well as in blue and green (different
from the standards) upon agree‐
ment with the customer.
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Technical feature:

Technical feature:

Product Type: Coordinated complementary element /CO/
Element Type: half roof tile
Length: 420 mm
Width: 180 mm
Weight: 2,250 kg.
Dimensional variation: complies
Mechanical resistance: complies
External ﬁre performance: complies
Reaction to ﬁre: complies
Water impermeability: complies
Durability (freeze‐thaw): complies

Product Type: Coordinated complementary element /CO/
Element Type: left‐end roof tile, (right‐end roof tile)
Length: 420 mm
Width: 300 mm
Weight: 5,800 kg., (right‐end roof tile ‐ 6,350 kg.)
Dimensional variation: complies
Mechanical resistance: complies
External ﬁre performance: complies
Reaction to ﬁre: complies
Water impermeability: complies
Durability (freeze‐thaw): complies

Information on the packaging:

Information on the packaging:

pallet’s size: 100 x 120 cm
quantity of product in a pallet: 100 units
weight of a pallet: 225 kg.

pallet’s size: 100 x 120 cm
quantity of product in a pallet left/right: 48 items
weight of a pallet: left – 278,4 kg., right – 304,8 kg.
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BREEZE
Breeze is the tile with an established role of a classic tile within the years. Its universal proﬁle, combined with the vari‐
ous types of colors, makes it applicable for every type of buildings and diﬀerent types of architectural styles. It is suit‐
able for both reconstruction of roofs of old buildings and construction of new ones.
Its shape allows the perfect drainage of water even with small slopes of the roof.

Аnthracite
К001

Tile red
К002

Red
К003

Brown
К004

Vintage
К005

Technical feature:
Product Type: Interlocking tile with straight front edge
Length: 420 mm
Width: 330 mm
Hanging length: 402 mm
Cover width: > 300 mm
Proﬁle depth: 25 mm
Weight: 4,400 kg.
Dimensional variation: complies
Mechanical resistance: > 2000 H
External ﬁre performance: complies
Reaction to ﬁre: complies
Water impermeability: complies
Durability (freeze‐thaw): complies

Information on the packaging:
* The company manufactures con‐
crete tiles in other colors, too, as
well as in blue and green (diﬀerent
from the standards) upon agree‐
ment with the customer.
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pallet’s size: 100 x 120 cm
quantity of product in a pallet: 240 units sq.m.
product in a pallet: 24 m2
weight of a pallet: 1056 kg.
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BREEZE

BREEZE

LOW WAVE HALF TILE

LOW WAVE LEFT- AND
RIGHT-END ROOF TILES

Аnthracite
К001

Tile red
К002

Red
К003

Brown
К004

The half tile BREEZE spares the redundant cutting of the whole
tiles when laying the sloped roofs with the minimum slope of 18°.

The end tiles are a very good and esthetical solution for forming
the front‐end edges and covering the front beams with the two‐
layer roofs.

Vintage
К005

* The company manufactures con‐
crete tiles in other colors, too, as
well as in blue and green (different
from the standards) upon agree‐
ment with the customer.
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Technical feature:

Technical feature:

Product Type: Coordinated complementary element /CO/
Element Type: half roof tile
Length: 420 mm
Width: 180 mm
Weight: 2,350 kg.
Dimensional variation: complies
Mechanical resistance: complies
External ﬁre performance: complies
Reaction to ﬁre: complies
Water impermeability: complies
Durability (freeze‐thaw): complies

Product Type: Coordinated complementary element /CO/
Element Type: left‐end roof tile, (right‐end roof tile)
Length: 420 mm
Width: 300 mm
Weight: 6,450 kg., (right‐end roof tile ‐ 6,800 kg.)
Dimensional variation: complies
Mechanical resistance: complies
External ﬁre performance: complies
Reaction to ﬁre: complies
Water impermeability: complies
Durability (freeze‐thaw): complies

Information on the packaging:

Information on the packaging:

pallet’s size: 100 x 120 cm
Quantity of product in a pallet: 100 units
weight of a pallet: 235 kg.

pallet’s size: 100 x 120 cm
quantity of product in a pallet left/right: 48 items
weight of a pallet: left – 309,6 kg., right – 326,4 kg.
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ONDA / BREEZE

ONDA / BREEZE

ROOF RIDGE-TILE

STARTING HIP ROOF RIDGE-TILE

Аnthracite
К001

Tile red
К002

Red
К003

Brown
К004

The roof ridge‐tile is an important part of the roof, which gives
the ﬁnal visual and practical ﬁnished look and creates protection
from the intruding water and the diﬀerent atmosphere inﬂu‐
ences. It is laid on the ridge, with a minimum slope from 18°.

The starting hip roof ridge‐tile is suitable for completing a ridge
with a layered roof and besides improving its esthetical look it
prevents the entrance of contaminants, birds and animals
through the ridge.

Vintage
К005

* The company manufactures con‐
crete tiles in other colors, too, as
well as in blue and green (different
from the standards) upon agree‐
ment with the customer.
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Technical feature:

Technical feature:

Product Type: Uncoordinated complementary element /NC/
Element Type: roof ridge tile /F/
Length: 420 mm
Width: 230 mm
Weight: 4,600 kg.
Dimensional variation: complies
Mechanical resistance: complies
External ﬁre performance: complies
Reaction to ﬁre: complies
Water impermeability: complies
Durability (freeze‐thaw): complies

Product Type: Uncoordinated complementary element /NC/
Element Type: ﬂat ending and starting ridge tile /F/
Length: 380 mm
Width: 230 mm
Weight: 3,650 kg.
Dimensional variation: complies
Mechanical resistance: complies
External ﬁre performance: complies
Reaction to ﬁre: complies
Water impermeability: complies
Durability (freeze‐thaw): complies

Information on the packaging:

Information on the packaging:

pallet’s size: 100 x 120 cm
quantity of product in a pallet: 100 units
weight of a pallet: 460 kg.

SOLD PER ITEM
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ONDA / BREEZE

ONDA / BREEZE

ENDING HIP ROOF RIDGE-TILE
WITH LARGE BOTTOM

ENDING HIP ROOF RIDGE-TILE WITH
SMALL BOTTOM

Аnthracite
К001

Tile red
К002

Red
К003

Brown
К004

The ending hip roof ridge‐tile is suitable for completing a ridge
with a two‐layered roof and besides improving its esthetical look
it prevents the entrance of contaminants, birds and animals
through the ridge.

The ending hip roof ridge‐tile is suitable for starting a ridge with
a two‐layered roof and besides improving its esthetical look it
prevents the entrance of contaminants, birds and animals
through the ridge.

Vintage
К005

* The company manufactures con‐
crete tiles in other colors, too, as
well as in blue and green (different
from the standards) upon agree‐
ment with the customer.
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Technical feature:

Technical feature:

Product Type: Uncoordinated complementary element /NC/
Element Type: ending hip roof ridge tile with large bottom /F/
Length: 420 mm
Width: 225 mm
Height: 175 mm
Weight: 6,200 kg.
Dimensional variation: complies
Mechanical resistance: complies
External ﬁre performance: complies
Reaction to ﬁre: complies
Water impermeability: complies
Durability (freeze‐thaw): complies

Product Type: Uncoordinated complementary element /NC/
Element Type: ending hip roof ridge tile with small bottom /F/
Length: 420 mm
Width: 225 mm
Height: 150 mm
Weight: 5,800 kg.
Dimensional variation: complies
Mechanical resistance: complies
External ﬁre performance: complies
Reaction to ﬁre: complies
Water impermeability: complies
Durability (freeze‐thaw): complies

Information on the packaging:

Information on the packaging:

SOLD PER ITEM

SOLD PER ITEM
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ONDA / BREEZE

ONDA / BREEZE

3-WAY APEX TILE

4-WAY APEX TILE

Аnthracite
К001

Tile red
К002

Red
К003

Brown
К004

Product suitable for covering the top of a ridge with a three‐
layered roof with minimum slope of 18°.

Product suitable for covering the top of a ridge with a four‐
layered roof with minimum slope of 18°.

Vintage
К005

* The company manufactures con‐
crete tiles in other colors, too, as
well as in blue and green (different
from the standards) upon agree‐
ment with the customer.
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Technical feature:

Technical feature:

Product Type: Uncoordinated complementary element /NC/
Element Type: 3‐way apex tile /VT/
Length: 350 mm
Width: 290 mm
Height: 260 mm
Weight: 7,400 kg.
Dimensional variation: complies
Mechanical resistance: complies
External ﬁre performance: complies
Reaction to ﬁre: complies
Water impermeability: complies
Durability (freeze‐thaw): complies

Product Type: Uncoordinated complementary element /NC/
Element Type: 4‐way apex tile /VT/
Length: 380 mm
Width: 380 mm
Height: 250 mm
Weight: 6,300 kg.
Dimensional variation: complies
Mechanical resistance: complies
External ﬁre performance: complies
Reaction to ﬁre: complies
Water impermeability: complies
Durability (freeze‐thaw): complies

Information on the packaging:

Information on the packaging:

SOLD PER ITEM

SOLD PER ITEM

Catalogue Tiles
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ROOF SYSTEM
ELEMENTS
ASSEMBLY
CALCULATIONS
TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC INDICATORS
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TECHNOCIM

The number of accessories and elements of the roof system is not a small one, therefore we group them into
the following categories:

ROOF SYSTEM

BASIC MATERIALS
This category includes all types of concrete items: tiles, roof ridge‐tiles, half tiles, ending/side/left
and right tiles, starting and ending hip roof ridge‐tiles, 3‐way apexes, 4‐way apexes etc.

Because of their specific role the roof covers should meet several basic requirements. They are not only the finish‐
ing element of every building, attributing to it an individual outer look, but they serve also for hydro‐, steam and
heat insulation. In order to improve the qualities of every single roof, it is necessary to use an equipped and complete
roof system. Technocim EAD offers a full roof system, completed with all necessary basic materials, accessories, be‐
longings and aiding materials – under‐roof folio, heat insulating sheets, air ducts, supporting and venting elements,
snow breaking hooks, aluminum self‐sticking bands and rails etc. These accessories and belonging have a positive
esthetical influence on the layered roof and give it a finished look.
Their basic intention is to:
ensure the absolute water resistance;
ventilation of the under‐roof room;
protection of the roof from intrusion of birds and animals;
good air circulation in the under‐roof room;
ventilation of the sewerage of the building;
assembly and support of the equipments ‐ mounted at the roof – solar systems, lightning conductor installations and other;
facilities for drainage of the building and their protection from the falling snow etc.

The use of the roof system ensures high quality and durability of the roof. From significant importance is the creation
of under‐roof rooms with very good functionality including an improved micro climate. The achievement of reliable
energy efficient results with the roof system Technocim creates conditions for improvement of the heat comfort in
the resided under‐roof rooms.

ROOF INSULATION
Here all types of roof folio/membranes/ designed to protect the under‐roof room
from unfavourable atmosphere influences are included to protect the heat insulation and the supporting construc‐
tion of the roof from humidity, to ensure the necessary ventilation of the entire roof as well as to protect the heat‐
ing comfort of the entire building.
ELEMENTS FOR VENTILATION
Within this category, all accessories are included which are suitable for channeling the water steams and the hu‐
midity from the under‐roof space and the roof, preventing the processes of overheating the roof and the intrusion
of heat in the building through the roof.
SUPPORTING ELEMENTS
The elements for assembling tiles, roof ridge‐tiles and other basic materials to the roof lining ‐ the purling, the ribs,
the counter beams, the ridge beams and the supporting beams for the tiles. With these elements stability of the roof
during heavy and stormy winds is ensured.
ELEMENTS FOR CONGESTION
This category comprises all elements ensuring the special insulation of the conflict attaching parts between the roof sur‐
face and the chimneys, ventilation ducts, roof windows, sun collector panels, ridges and other walls and front sides of
other neighboring buildings. These elements additionally protect the under‐roof space from intrusion of water.
DRAINAGE ELEMENTS
These are one of the most important and obligatory elements from the roof system, which should drain in the fastest
and shortest way the water from the roof into the street sewerage network. Meanwhile with the drainage of the
roof both the under‐roof space and the entire front side of the building are protected from the harmful influence of
all types of precipitations. The drainage elements protect the entire building, the entire construction of the building
‐ surface and ground water should not be allowed intruding the fundaments of the buildings. The drainage elements
are a part of an entire completed system from gutters, drainpipes, grates, elbows, drainage
basins, sleeves, consoles and many other details.

3‐way apex tile
Ending hip roof
ridge‐tile

Snow stop elements

Roof ridge‐tile clips

Under tile
vapour‐permeable
roof membrane

Self‐adhesive band
for linings and ending proﬁle

Protection grate
against birds and
ventilating proﬁle
Starting hip roof ridge‐tile
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Gutter

Roof valley
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ELEMENTS
FROM THE SYSTEM

ROOF INSULATION
The roofs are among the parts of the buildings which are subjected to the influence of many severe atmosphere con‐
ditions, and through them one loses most heating energy. The heating losses through the roof of a building are cal‐
culated at about 40% from all losses /through the enclosing walls, joineries and floors/. Meanwhile, the trends in
the architecture and the construction show a significant advance in the use of the under‐roof rooms, proving once
again the advantages of the layered roofs compared to the flat ones. All this leads to the necessity of even higher re‐
quirements for safety and reliability with the construction or the reconstruction of layered roofs.
The efficient use of the under‐roof space today is achieved by means of the use of the modern steam letting mem‐
branes /folio/ and the heating insulation materials – mineral wadding /glass or stone/, XPS and EPS.

Within the roof system there are two types of folio:
SILVER
А. SILVER roof foil‐ Steam barrier and controlling layer
The goal and the task of this layer is to limit to a minimum the transition of water steam from
the internal part of the building through the heat insulation towards the under‐roof space.
This problem occurs most often during the winter according to the Second Law of the Ther‐
modynamics. The humidity harms both the wooden construction and the heating insulation
layer. It is well known that the water is the biggest enemy of the heat insulations i.e. wors‐
ens significantly the heat comfort of the entire building!
From everything said until now it is clear, that the place of the steam barrier is under the
heat insulation.
For steam barrier one could use two‐layered and three layered steam letting membranes
/folio/ with the following technical characteristics:
weight – up to 100 gr/m2
stability to longitudinal tearing – up to 200 N/50 mm
stability to transverse tearing – up to 100 N/50 mm
steam transition – from 1,0 gr/m2/24 h to 50 gr/m2/24 h
diffusion equiv. thickness – Sd=from 30 m to 1 m
water insulation ‐ ≥ 1 m water pillar
B. CLASSIC, MAXI, STRONG roof mem‐
branes‐ highly vapour‐permeable lay‐
erd roof membranes

HEATING INSULATION
Concerning the heating insulation, here we should not discuss many details, since their application in the construc‐
tion is mandatory and it is a question of independent project on the part: General Water pipe and Sewerage ‐ Heat‐
ing Technical Efficiency. Their being mentioned in this section is because our possibilities to furnish the roof system
with everything which is necessary. The Technocim roof system is developed on the grounds of the use of mineral
wadding GEOLAN, which has the following technical features:
name – GEOLAN B‐040
density – 40 kg/m3
rate of stability to diffusion – µ=1
temperature of melting – 1000°С
rate of heating conductivity – λ=0,0327 W/mK
fire resistance – class A1 – not burning material
The combination of three extremely important qualities of the mineral wadding GEOLAN, in particular its excellent
heating insulation, reliable sound insulation and perfect and safe fire protection, have predetermined the application
of it in the system Technocim.
For every particular case our experts could offer a solution for the type, qualities and thickness of the heating insulation.
This is valid especially when using the system for reconstruction of existing roofs, for which surely there is no design
for heating insulation.
The calculations and the specification of the parameters of the heat insulation are a routine work and are done in
compliance with the Standards for designing of heating insulations of buildings valid in this country.
STEAM DIFFUSION MEMBRANES/FOLIO/
The roof membranes /folio/ should have 4 basic functions:
1. Second drainage layer – which allows the snow brought by the wind rain and snow and which had found leaks
through the tiles or the places of overlapping, to fall down in a safe way on the under tile folio to the gutters and
from there out of the roof.
2. Temporary hydraulic insulation – during the construction or in case of breaking the tiles, under‐roof membrane
/folio/ protects the heating insulation and the layers under it /resp. the supporting construction/.
3. Control of condensation – hot humid air which rises from the internal part of the building to the under‐roof space
could freely get through the steam letting membrane /folio/. When there is condense on the lower surface of the
tiles, the water drops should fall on the under‐roof folio to the gutters and from there out of the roof.
4. Wind – the under‐roof folio should ensure protection against intrusion of cold air from outside, as well as against
intrusion of dust or snow in the under‐roof space when there is stormy wind.
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CLASSIC

MAXI

STRONG

When laying the big part of the roof
membranes, which have been used
until recently, a ventilated room be‐
tween the membrane and the base
under it should be allowed – most
often – heating insulation, since when
counterattacked at any point, one had
the “effect of the tent” – the mem‐
brane allows water entering at the
points of touching the base. This leads
to a more complicate constructive de‐
tail, limitation of the under‐roof space,
there are preconditions for heavy air
drafts and at the end there is a low en‐
ergy efficiency. Solution to these prob‐
lems is offered by the modern roof
steam letting membranes. Today they
are an important component of the
modern roof constructions.

For such under‐roof membrane/folio/ one uses three‐layered vapour‐permeable roof membranes
with the following features:
weight – from 100 gr/m2 to 175 gr/m2
stability to longitudinal tearing – from 200 N/50 mm to 300 N/50 mm
stability to transverse tearing – from 100 N/50 mm to 200 N/50 mm
stability to longitudinal tearing with a nail – 70 N/20 mm
stability to transverse tearing with a nail – 80 N/20 mm
steam transition – from 1250 to 5000 gr/m2/24
diffusion equiv. thickness – Sd=from 0.015 to 0.030m
class of burning ability under DIN 4102 – B2
UV – stabilization – min. 4 months
stability to temperature influences ‐ from ‐80° to + 120 °С
These membranes could be laid immediately on the heating insulation or the plank covering, without any danger
from occurrence of the “effect of the tent”. They could be located in the immediate contact with the end roof cover
/tiles, plates, sheet iron/.
Catalogue Tiles
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ELEMENTS FOR VENTILATION AND SNOW RETAINING
Within this category there are included all elements and accessories whose basic designation is to lead the water
steams and humidity from the under‐roof space and the roof as well as the prevention of the processes of over‐
heating these volumes and areas. To this group we have included also the elements with the help of which we fight
against the intrusion of birds and animals in the under‐roof space and from there into the building, too. Most of the
elements perform combined functions – ensure the ventilation of the roof and protect the under‐roof space from
the access of birds and animals. The ventilation of the roof is performed in a natural way, guided only by the basic
laws of the heating technology – entry of fresh air through the eaves and the leading of the „processed” humid air
through the ridge.
Because of this reason we shall divide the types of ventilation materials, elements and accessories to:
elements for ventilation on the eaves
elements for ventilation on the ridge
elements for ventilation of the sewerage network – venting chimneys

ELEMENTS FOR VENTILATION ON THE EAVES

1. EAVES COMB- VENTING ELEMENT
This grate has a combined action. It protects the under‐roof area around the eave,
under the first row of tiles from the access of birds and animals. It is similar to a bar‐
rier against the entry of leaves and small branches in the under‐roof area, it en‐
sures the ventilation of the roof. It protects the heating insulation from mechanical
damages.

TECHNICAL FEATURES:
Materials
Sizes
Stability
Cost / Packaging
Colors

PP or PVC
60 mm x 1 m
UV, freeze, heating, rain and snow
100 items/carton
Just as the tiles

2. EAVES COMB WITH GRATE- COMBINED ELEMENT
This grate has a combined action. It protects the under‐roof area around the eave,
under the first row of tiles from the access of birds and animals. It is similar to a bar‐
rier against the entry of leaves and small branches in the under‐roof area, it ensures
the ventilation of the roof. It protects the heating insulation from mechanical dam‐
ages. The difference between this grate and the one from point 1 is that the latter
one has an additional /ventilating/ profile, which substitutes the starting beam,
which makes assembly significantly easier. Typical is the longer durability of the item.

TECHNICAL FEATURES:
Materials
Sizes
Stability
Cost / Packaging
Colors
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PP or PVC
85 mm x 1 m
UV, freeze, heating, rain and snow
50 items/carton
Just as the tiles
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3. VENTING ELEMENT

3. ROLL METAL ALU- RIDGE TAPE

With its small constructive height, this profile is very convenient for ventilation of
roofs performed with the flat Plano tiles, since the clearance between the first row
tiles and the eaves is very small. It ensures the perfect protection against birds and
animals, front side ventilation of the roof and is very convenient for assembly.

The ventilation folio represents a one‐layer universal self‐adhesive band, which is
used for ventilation through the roof ridges. This is a basic element from the roof
ventilation. The designation is to let the humidity from the under‐roof space through
the ridge. The folio is prepared by a profiled aluminum sheet material in which one
has made special ventilation ducts and end stripes from self adhesive butylenes
band. The band clays very good to the cleaned from dust and fats rough and smooth
surfaces. With this folio one works very neatly and achieves great durability.

TECHNICAL FEATURES:
Materials
Sizes
Stability
Cost / Packaging
Colors

PP or PVC
32 mm x 1 m
UV, freeze, heating, rain and snow
100 items/carton
Just as the tiles

TECHNICAL FEATURES:
Materials
Sizes
Stability
Cost / Packaging
Colors

Sheet aluminum
300 mm x 5 m.
UV, freeze, heating, rain and snow
4 rolls/carton
Just as the tiles

ELEMENTS FOR VENTILATION ON THE RIDGES

4. EAVES GRATE
1. RIDGE BATTEN SUPPORT
This is a supporting element for mounting the ridge beam which supports the roof
ridge‐tiles and the ventilation folio. It is characterized with high strength and sta‐
bility to atmospheric conditions. Made by high‐quality zinc coated steel and designed
for strengthening and leveling the ridge beam and indirectly for reliable operation
of the ridge ventilation since the ventilation /ridge/ folio lays on and anchors to the
ridge beam.

TECHNICAL FEATURES:
Materials
Sizes
Stability
Consumption/Packaging
Color

This net is suitable accessory for protection of all ducts on the roof and the front
side of the building against birds, animals, insects as in the meantime it ensures good
circulation of the air in the points where it has been used.

TECHNICAL FEATURES:
Materials
Sizes
Stability
Cost / Packaging
Colors

PVC
50 mm x 5 m’; 80 mm x 5 m’; 100 mm x 5 m’; 120 mm x 5 m’
UV, freeze, heating, rain and snow
24 rolls/carton
red, brown, anthracite

Zinc coated steel
40 mm; 50 mm; 180 mm; 210 mm;
Corrosion, UV, freeze, heating, rain and snow
1,5 item/m.l. 100 items/carton
Grey zinc coated

VENTILATING CHIMNEYS
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2. ROLL STANDARD- RIDGE TAPE

VENTING CHIMNEY TILES

The ventilation folio represents a one‐layer universal self‐adhesive band, which is
used for ventilation through the roof ridges. This is a basic element from the roof
ventilation. The designation is to let the humidity from the under‐roof space through
the ridge. The folio has been prepared by profiled aluminum sheet material,
polypropylene sheet with end stripes from self‐adhesive butylenes band. The band
clays very good to the cleaned from dust and fats rough and smooth surfaces.

This tile is with a foundation identical with the profile of
every one of the tiles of Technocim – Plano, Breeze and
Onda. It is supplied together with a bracelet for sealing,
flexible connection Ø 100 mm and reducing element Ø
100/70 mm. The intention of this item is to ventilate the
sewerage system of the building.

TECHNICAL FEATURES:

TECHNICAL FEATURES:

Materials
Sizes
Stability
Cost / Packaging
Colors

Materials
Sizes
Stability
Consumption / Package
Colors

PP and aluminum
310 mmx 5 m.
UV, freeze, heating, rain and snow
4 rolls/carton
Just as the tiles

PVC
33 х 42 cm
UV, freeze, heating, rain and snow
according to the project
Just as the tiles
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SNOW RETAINING ELEMENTS

SNOW STOP- SNOW BARRIER
These are elements manufactured by galvanized steel or aluminum, covered with
polyester paint in a color according to the laid tiles.
They serve for protecting the drainage system and the passengers from falling
snow and icy masses from the roof.

TECHNICAL FEATURES:
Materials
Sizes
Stability
Consumption / Package
Colors

metal
380 mm
UV, freeze, heating, rain and snow, corrosion
according to the scheme
Just as the tiles

SUPPORTING ELEMENTS

The name itself shows that here we shall talk about supporting elements, without which no single roof system could
be made and therefore it is necessary that they should be specified equally with all other materials, belongings and
accessories. With their assistance, the roofs are ensured against heavy and stormy winds.
In order to keep the acquired way of presenting the materials in this section, too, we shall group them according to
their place of use.

SUPPORTING ELEMENTS FOR RIDGE

1. CLIPS FOR RIDGE FIXING
They serve for fixing the roof ridge‐tile to the ridge beam. They are used with dry as‐
sembly of the roof ridge‐tiles, which is more preferable than the wet one /sticking
the roof ridge‐tiles with lime and cement solution/. With the dry assembly the ven‐
tilation of the roof is without any troubles.

TECHNICAL FEATURES:
Materials
Sizes
Stability
Cost / Packaging
Colors

Aluminum, st. iron sheet
140 x 20 mm.
UV, freeze, heating, rain and snow, corrosion
2.25 items/ lin. m
Just as the tiles

2. NAIL WITH HAT
They serve for fixing all peripheral roof elements – end tiles, 3‐way apexes, 4‐way
apexes, starting and ending hip roof ridge‐tiles. Under the hat of the nail there is as‐
sembled a sealing from special rubber material, which doesn’t age under the influ‐
ence of the atmosphere conditions. This rubber disc ensures the water density of
the roof elements which are nailed.

TECHNICAL FEATURES:
Materials
Size
Stability
Cost / Packaging
Colors

Steel with anticorrosive cover
3,8 x 105 mm; 3,8 x 150 mm
UV, freeze, heating, rain and snow, corrosion
3 items/ lin. m
Just as the tiles

SUPPORTING ELEMENTS FOR ROOF VALLEY

1. CLIPS FOR ROOF VALLEY FIXING
They serve for fixing the roof valley to the slope.

TECHNICAL FEATURES:
Materials
Sizes
Stability
Cost / Packaging
Colors
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Zinc coated iron sheet
G‐shaped with L=250 mm
UV, freeze, heating, rain and snow, corrosion
5‐8 items/m2
zinc
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2. CLIPS FOR TILES FIXING

2. FLEX 3D ALU- SELF-ADHESIVE ALUMINUM CHIMNEY TAPE

They serve as additional strengthening of the tiles in the places where one expects
the extreme values of the wind.

This type of self‐adhesive sealing band is different from the previous one only by
the front surface – made of 3D /three dimensional stamped ribs/ thanks to which the
assembly is easier even at hard accessible places on the roof. Sealing and ensuring
of water dense connections around chimneys, arches, garret windows, sun collectors
etc. hatches and holes on the roof.

TECHNICAL FEATURES:
Materials
Sizes
Stability
Cost / Packaging
Colors

Zinc coated iron sheet
G‐shaped with L=250 mm
UV, freeze, heating, rain and snow, corrosion
5‐8 items/m2
zinc

TECHNICAL FEATURES:
Materials
Sizes
Stability
Cost / Packaging
Colors

aluminum
300 mm x 5 m
UV, freeze, heating, rain and snow, ageing
1 roll/carton
Just as the tiles

3. CLIPS FOR CUTTED TILES FIXING
They serve as additional strengthening of the tiles in the places where one expects
the extreme values of the wind.

TECHNICAL FEATURES:
Materials
Sizes
Stability
Cost / Packaging
Colors

Zinc coated iron sheet
80 x 20 mm with spikes and wire /zinc coated/ with L=300 mm
UV, freeze, heating, rain and snow, corrosion
2‐3 items/m2
zinc

3. FLEX LINE- CHIMNEY STRIP
The rail is manufactured by high quality sheet aluminum, profiled in specialized form
with the purpose of making the assembly around the chimneys easier. It is mounted
when forming the upper edge of the sealing self‐adhesive bands around chimneys
and arches. The rails guarantee water density of the connection and give finished
and esthetic look to the roof.

TECHNICAL FEATURES:
Materials
Sizes
Stability
Cost / Packaging
Colors

ELEMENTS FOR CONGESTION
This category includes all elements securing the special insulation of the neighboring areas, which are meeting usu‐
ally in two different planes. For example the connection between chimney and roof, roof valley, turbot and roof,
roof windows and ridge, solar elements and ridge, tobacco boxes, hitches etc. At these places there are always some
“sores” and one should take special and serious measures for ensuring the necessary water density.

ELEMENTS FOR CONGESTION
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aluminum
60 x 2 000 mm
UV, freeze, heating, rain and snow, ageing
20 items /carton
Just as the tiles

4. AIR FLEX- ROOF RIDGE VENTILATOR
This is an element, which performs the role of ridge defector /ventilation/ and ridge sealant.
It protects the roof from snow, rain, humidity and dust entering through the ridge.

TECHNICAL FEATURES:
Materials
Sizes
Stability
Cost / Packaging
Colors

PP; PVC
75 mm x 1,000 mm
UV, freeze, heating, rain and snow
20 items /carton
Just as the tiles

1. FLEX STANDARD ALU- SELF-ADHESIVE ALUMINUM CHIMNEY TAPE

5. ROOF VALLEY PROFILE

This very elastic material represents a band from high quality profiled aluminum,
applied with adhesive butylenes layer. The front surface of the band is wavy. The
self‐adhesive band serves as sealant and for performance of water dense linings
around chimneys, arches and roof /mansard/ windows.

It performs and seals the connection /the lowest part/ between two slopes. The roof
valley could be stamped vertically and horizontally. When one uses horizontally
stamped/ribbed/ roof valley, which has big strength, one may not perform dense
beam lining under it. For roof valley one could use also zinc coated sheet iron.

TECHNICAL FEATURES:

TECHNICAL FEATURES:

Materials
Sizes
Stability
Cost / Packaging
Colors

Materials
Size
Stability
Consumption / Package
Colors

aluminum
300 mm x 5 m
UV, freeze, heating, rain and snow, ageing
1 roll/carton
Just as the tiles

Aluminum – sheet; zinc coated sheet iron
500 x 2,000 mm; 600 x 2,000 mm
UV, freeze, heating, rain and snow, corrosion
according to the project
Just as the tiles
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6. BAND FOR SEALING THE ROOF VALLEY
It seals the connections of the roof valley with the roof slopes. It protects from intrusion of
dust, leaves, humidity or water under the tiles in case of overﬂowing the roof valley.

TECHNICAL FEATURES:
Materials
Sizes
Stability
Cost / Packaging
Colors

Polyurethane foam with self‐adhesive band
1,000 mm
UV, freeze, heating, rain and snow
4 ‐ 5 items/roof valley
Just as the tiles

7. GUTTER FLASHING
The gutter flashing is used in order to protect the eaves from entry of rain and snow
in the under‐roof space and also in order to guide the water, reached the first row
of tiles, directly to the gutter, respectively to the drainage system.

TECHNICAL FEATURES:
Materials
Sizes
Stability
Consumption / Package
Colors
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Aluminum, st. iron sheet
175 x 2,000 mm
UV, freeze, heating, rain and snow, corrosion
according to the project
Just as the tiles
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DRAINAGE ELEMENTS

The drainage elements for single slope roof are too many and too various. Also various are the functions of every sin‐
gle element, and in the meantime one would like to achieve one basic purpose – the quick and safe drainage of the
water from the roof to the street gutter system.
From the other part the assembly of these elements requires labor force with more different qualification than the
purely construction one. Therefore, in this section we should talk about drainage system, which suggests perform‐
ance of specialized and good qualified assembly group.
Technocim, offering a complete solution for the roofs, examines as eminent and mandatory precondition the per‐
formance of the drainage system for every single sloped roof.
In this section we should not stop in details at all types of drainage systems, since we offer one, proven with its qual‐
ities system ‐ a system with seamless gutters.

Advantages:

Proﬁle, section and dimensions of the gutter

unlimited length of the various sections of the gutters
unique system of hanging/ with internal hidden clips/ of the gutters
very safe and reliable connection gutter‐gutter flashing
the gutters are made of entire units /without connections/, which allows placing them with a minimum admis‐
sible slopes (0,5 %). The water drains with a normal speed and without any obstacles. The risk of corrosion with
the presence of links is a minimal one.
trapezium shaped gutters, which ensures perfect drainage and good self‐cleaning speed of the water. This un‐
traditional shape of the gutters gives to the building stylish and finished look
quick and easy assembly
rich scope of materials and colors:
• zinc coated sheet iron
• sheet iron with colorful polyester cover
• zinc coated iron sheet
• copper iron sheet

Sizes of 5'' gutter

Sizes of 6'' gutter

The drainage system, which is worked out with various types of iron sheets, has a longer life than the PVC systems
that have emerged on our market. Regardless of the different additives and plasticizers, the plastic drainage systems
still cannot fight the ageing.

Components of the drainage system (scheme)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Gutter
Internal angle
External angle
Left cap
Right cap
Console
Stretching unit
Nail with tube

9. Grate for gutters
10. Oriﬁce
11. Oval basin
12. Rectangular basin
13. Bend shapes
14. Water drainage pipes
15. Clips for water drainage pipes
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INSTRUCTIONS
FOR INSTALLATION

ASSEMBLY OF BREEZE AND ONDA TILES
For a slope of the roof up to 30° and with the use of end left and end right tiles / with a two‐layered roof/ the dis‐
tance is 30,5 – 31,5 cm and the overlapping of the tiles is maximum 10 cm. In this case one should foresee 11 tiles
per m2. With this slope and without use of end tiles, the distance between the planks could be also 31, 5‐33 cm and
the consumption is 10 items/m2.
For slopes of roofs bigger than 30° the distance between the planks is 33‐34 cm. In these cases 10 items tiles per m2
are foreseen. When using end left and right tiles and with slopes of more than 30° the distance could be 30,5 – 31,5
cm as the overlapping is maximum 10 cm.

INSTRUCTION FOR ASSEMBLY OF THE TECHNOCIM TILES

ASSEMBLY OF PLANO FLAT TILES

The Technocim tiles and in particular the models: PLANO, BREEZE and ONDA are laid depending on the construction
and details of the roof on a beam lining or on a grate from counter beams and beams. The cross section of the counter
beams is 5 x 5 cm and of the beams is 3 x 5 cm. With the variant with plank lining one should nail on it the grate from
the counter beams and the beams, which carry the tiles and when there is no plank lining – the counter beams lay
directly on the ribs, whose size is 10 x 12 cm.

With four layered roof with slope of up to 30° /when there are no necessary end tiles/, the distance between the
planks should be 28,5 cm, so that the tiles could lay on their feet. In this case the overlapping is 10 cm and the con‐
sumption is 11 items/m2. For a slope of the roof up to 30° and with the use of end left and end right tiles / with a
two‐layered roof/ the distance is 30, 5 – 31,5 cm. In this case one should foresee 11 tiles per m2.
When using ending left and right tiles and with a slope of the roof more than 30°, the distance could be 30,5 ‐ 31,5
cm. /the overlapping is maximum 10 cm/, but in this case the flat tiles doesn’t lay on their feet. The consumption is
11 items/m2.

The modern slope roofs are obligatory made with steam letting three layered folio, which protects the heating in‐
sulation /if any/ and the entire under‐roof space from the harmful influence of the humidity. It could enter both from
the internal part of the building to the roof and through the roof to the rooms, located in the under‐roof room.
The steam letting folio is clamped to the ribs by means of counter beams which are nailed along the ribs. The nails,
with which one nails the counter beams and the steam letting folio, doesn’t break its surface, since the modern steam
letting folio have the capacity to “vulcanize” themselves around the nail hole, going through them. Transversely to
the counter beams and parallel to the ridge at varying distances the beams, which support the tiles, are nailed.

The beams are nailed at distances from 28,5 to 31,5 cm. /measured from the upper edge to the lower edge of the
beams/ depending on the slope of the roof.
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Without using end tiles the recommended distance between the beams is 28,5 cm. The consumption is 11 item/m2
and the tiles lay on their feet. Thanks to the feet for hanging the tiles are placed very safe and easy to the bearing
beams.
The right distribution of the beams is a very important operation and it should be done precisely on site immediately
prior to starting the assembly of the tiles! When distributing the beams on the area of the roof it is mandatory to mark
the right 90° angle against the eaves, so that one could have correctly placed and esthetic tiles.
The placement of tiles is done from right to left and from the eaves to the ridge!
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One should pay attention ‐ the channels for overlapping the tiles should pass with each other!
The tiles and the complex genuine accessories participating in the system are combined in order to achieve a precise,
safe and quick mounting.

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR CALCULATION

Don’t forget:
The peripheral areas /sides, eaves and ridges/ should always mandatorily be secured against
storms with special nails, screws and clips at the provided for such purposes sites.

ASSEMBLY OF DRAINAGE SYSTEM
The assembly of the drainage system runs through several continuous stages.
1. Assembly of water collecting basins
The places of the basins are predetermined in the design. Their places are marked. After cutting the sides of the
water collecting basins according to pattern they are mounted with nails or screws at 2‐3 cm lower than the upper
edge of the frond beam. So one ensures the necessary longitudinal slope of the gutter.
2. Ensuring longitudinal slopes and fixation of the gutters
The assembly of the gutters starts from the water collection basins. Mandatorily one should ensure minimum 5 cm
free flowing of the gutter into the basin. In this way, we have decided the issue with the linear temperature ex‐
tensions. The gutter is fixed with nails after taking care for a slope from 0,5 to 1,0%. Where it is necessary that one
should perform plugging /in the beginning of the gutter/ one mounts plugs, as the inner part of the assembly is
sealed with silicon.
3. Assembly of the gutter flashing
The assembly of the flashing starts from the basin to the highest point of the gutter as preliminary one has made
cuts for the edges of the basin. The fixing of the flashing is done with nails in the upper part at distances of 40—
50 cm as one follows the maximum dense passing to the front beam in its lower part. A mandatory condition is that
the flashing should enter at least at 3 cm in the gutter. One should ensure overlapping from 4 – 5 cm between the
different parts of the flashing. If the flashing is bordering a wall, one makes 2 cm vertical bending to the upper side.
4. Assembly of the gutter clips /spanners and consoles/
The distance between the clips should be no more than 60 cm. When one assembles the clips it is necessary to
place a spanner and a console. In this way one ensures maximum stability of the gutter in horizontally and verti‐
cally position.
5. Forming of internal and external angles
For forming the angles the most easy way is to work on pattern. On it one should cut two meeting each other sec‐
tions of the gutter. The fixing of the two parts is done with pop nits and all edges are insulated with silicone. The
overlapping of two neighboring parts should be in the direction of the drainage of the water.
6. Water drainage pipes
The assembly starts from the water collection basins, as the plug of the basin enters into the water drainage pipe
or in a bending unit, if there is need of such an element. The water drainage pipes are mounted vertically with
mandatorily use of plummet. The plummet is hanged for the first clip which is usually at 10 cm from the lower bend‐
ing unit in the beginning of the water drainage pipe. After stretching the plummet at distances of 1,5 m one mounts
the other clips, which shall bear the pipes.
The overlapping /muffs/ between the separate pipes should be at about 5 cm. The fixing between the separate el‐
ements /plugs, bending units, pipes etc/ is done with pop nits or rapids at three places /side and front/. The edges
of the water drainage pipes are placed to the wall and if necessary a horizontal section – the edges are upwards.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SPECIFICATION OF THE NECESSARY MATERIALS,
ACCESSORIES, BELONGINGS AND ELEMENTS WHEN PERFORMING A
ROOF SYSTEM
1. STARTING DATA
For starting the work on preparing the quantitative account for a particular site, the first and mandatory condition
is that we receive technical or working plans including: situation, plan of the roof, cuttings of transverse and longi‐
tudinal sections and front sides. When one shall make only overlapping of an existing roof, often there are no draw‐
ings. In this case, it is necessary to make snap shots of this roof as well as all necessary measures should be put on
sketches.
To the necessary output data one should include the specific requirements of the project or the customer regarding:
the type of the tiles, the way of placement, their color, the presence of heating insulation and type of materials from
which it is made.
2. SPECIFICATION OF THE NUMBER OF THE NECESSARY TILES
The first and most important operation is to determine the reducing ration for horizontal projection of the sloped part
of the roof /slope/. Usually in the architectural designs of the plan of the roof it is specified what is the slope of the
roof 1:2, 1:1 etc or 18°, 45° etc. With the help of trigonometric functions tg and cos we determine the reducing ratio.
Example 1: The slope of the roof is 18°. This means that the angle with the eaves is 18°.
On the drawings mandatorily there are shown the length of the horizontal projection of the slope and the height of
the roof with the ridge, one must know the length of the slope. We know the angle β=18° according to the formula:
X = horizontal projection: соs 18°,
i.e. the length of the slope is equal to the result of the division of the horizontal projection to cos 18° / in this case –
0,9511/. We have reduced the length of the horizontal projection, in order to receive the actual length of the slope,
which shall be necessary for the following pure geometrical calculations.
Example 2: One has the slope of the roof 1:2. This means that the angle with the eave shall be found by the tg func‐
tion tg β = 0.500, which from the tables of the trigonometric functions is equal to an angle β with the eaves = 26°40´,
so we could accept 27°.
After determining the angle according to the known formula we could calculate the length of the sloped part of the
roof /slope/ as we know that cos 27° = 0.8910 :
X = horizontal projection: соs 27°
When there are no architectural drawings as result of the shooting the existing roof with the help of trigonometric
functions one should calculate the slope of the roof so that one could perform all above cited operations.
The next operation is to divide the plan of the roof to possible lowest number and possibly simplest geometrical fig‐
ures, which areas we should search for. Of course the number of the figures depends on the complexity of the roof
/roof lines/. In order to prevent errors when calculating the areas it is recommended when dividing the roof at geo‐
metrical figures, the latter to be numbered. In this way one prevents errors or dubbing the areas.
For the more complex roofs the calculations could be a quantity document, since the calculation shall be made with
deduction of some holes /windows, chimneys, ventilation collectors etc./.
F total = ∑f1+f2+f3+…………….. fn {m²}
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Calculated in this way the area of the roof gives us the possibility immediately to determine the necessary number of tiles,
as it is recommended to consider the number of the tiles in a pallet. All these calculations are made with the precondition
that we have specified together with the customer preliminary what type and color should be the tiles. Our experience
shows that the rounding of the number of tiles to a whole pallet is always the best possible solution. It is better for the cus‐
tomer and for us that on site there should be some tiles remaining than to have a shortage of tiles.
Necessary number of tiles = F total x 11 items/m2 {items} for tiles PLANO.
Necessary number of tiles = F total x 10/11 items/m2 {items} for tiles BREEZE or ONDA depending on type
of the roof /two‐layered or four‐layered/.
3. SPECIFICATION OF THE NUMBER OF ACCESSORIES FOR THE RIDGE
3.1. Roof ridge‐tiles
On every single plan of roof there are marked the roof lines which show the places and the lengths of the ridges and
the roof valleys. They specify the type of the roof – two‐layered, four layered or combined.
From the plan of the roof we deduct the lengths of the ridges which are specified, when not coted, according to the known geo‐
metrical formulas. We must underpin that when the ridges are sloped one should take into consideration the reducing ratio.
The number of roof ridge‐tiles is specified from the consumption 2,7 items/ m´ according to the formula:

Necessary number of ending right/left = L /length of slope in m/ x 3 items/m´ { items}
6. SPECIFICATION OF THE QUANTITIES OF THE NECESSARY ACCESSORIES AND ELEMENTS
6.1. Ventilation of the roof
One performs this by means of several and various types of elements:
A safety grate against birds – 60 x 1000 mm
Ventilating safety grate against birds – combined element – 85 x 1000 mm
Ventilating profile – 32 x 1000 mm
The common between these elements is that they ensure good front side ventilation of the roof construction and pro‐
tect from the intrusion of birds and animals through the eaves. When using Plano flat tiles the best way is to apply
the ventilating profile 32 x 1000 mm and with the presence of Breeze or Onda tiles one could use the three types of
elements but the best is the combined element.
The necessary quantity is calculated on grounds of the total length of the roof eaves. Naturally the length of the
eaves is calculated on grounds of the "Plan of the roof”. The formula is:
Necessary number of ventilating element = L /length of eaves in m/ x 1 items/ m´ { items}

Necessary number of roof ridge‐tiles = L /length of ridge in m/ x 2,7 items/ m´ { items}
3.2. Starting /ending/ hip roof ridge‐tiles
From the plan of the roof where there are shown the ridges and from the cuttings one determines the necessary
numbers of starting and ending hip roof ridge‐tiles. Depending on the type and complexity of the roofs one could have
no need of ending hip roof ridge‐tiles. Therefore it is very important to take a look at the sections. Principally every
ridge should start with a starting hip roof ridge‐tile and should end with an ending hip roof ridge‐tile.
The roof system is made with three types of tiles. For these types of tiles one manufactures the corresponding types
of roof ridge‐tiles, in accordance with the sizes and the peculiarities of the tiles. For the PLANO flat tiles one has
made and manufactures only one type PLANO ending/starting hip roof ridge‐tiles. For the BREEZE and ONDA tiles
one manufactures the following types of roof ridge‐tiles:
Ending hip roof ridge‐tile with small bottom – one uses it with the two‐layered roofs
Ending hip roof ridge‐tile with large bottom – one uses it with the two‐layered roofs
Starting hip roof ridge‐tile – one uses it with the four‐layered roofs
3.3. Roof ridge‐tiles for 3‐way apexes and 4‐way apexes
Parallel with the specification of the starting and ending hip roof ridge‐tiles one determines also the need of roof
ridge‐tiles for 3‐way apexes and 4‐way apexes. Judging from their names, one could conclude that they are mounted
where there are connected three or four ridges. 3‐way apexes and 4‐way apexes are made in the factory only for the
Breeze and Onda tiles. For the flat tiles Plano the 3‐way apexes and 4‐way apexes are designed and cut on site, as the
sticking of the separate components is done with teracol.
Therefore when we need such elements, we should foresee for every 3‐way apex roof ridge‐tile three single roof
ridge‐tile and for every 4‐way apex four roof ridge‐tiles in addition with regard to the specified in item 3.2, which is
reflect in the offer, too.
4. DETERMINATION OF THE NUMBER OF THE HALF TILES
Depending on the project for placement of the tiles or the wish of the customer it is necessary to use half tiles. The
purpose of manufacturing these elements is to reduce to minimum the waste of entire tiles and to achieve an esthetic
effect when placement them. When one knows from the project or from the customer, that the tiles should be placed
in a checkmate order, e.g. with displaced joints, it is then clear that mandatorily one should foresee a specific quan‐
tity of half tiles. The necessary quantity is determined in the following way:
One calculates the number of rows for every slope.
According to the complexity of the roof one specifies the consumption ratio – usually one foresees 2 to 3 numbers
of half tiles per row.
The total amount is calculated according to the formula:

Net for ventilation with sizes: 50; 80; 100 and 120 х 5000 mm
The net could be used in combination with several of the upper elements and could be used independently for protection of
all ventilation ducts of the roof from birds and animals. The necessary amount is calculated according to the formula:
Necessary numbers of ventilating net = L /length of the eaves in m/: 5 m´/unit {items}
Venting tile
With this item one leads the gasses from the ventilation of the building sewerage system, wet rooms, kitchens
and bathrooms. The necessary amount is specified from the presence of ventilation pipes and collectors going
through the roof, which is determined straight from the plans.
6.2. Accessories and elements for ridge
On grounds of the calculations we have made for the lengths of the ridges /horizontal and sloped/, we determine the
necessary amount of elements for ridge, as follows:
Roll Standard
Universal self‐adhesive band with aluminum cover and textile ground for ventilation on ridges with
sizes 310 x 5000 mm
Roll Metal
Universal self adhesive band with aluminum cover and metal ground with ventilation ducts for
ventilation on ridges with sizes 310 x 5000 mm
Necessary numbers of band = L /length of the ridge in m/: 5 m´/unit {items}
Air Flex
Plastic element for dry assembly of roof ridge‐tiles with sizes 75 x 1000 mm
Necessary numbers of element = L /length of the ridge in m/: 1 m´/unit {items}
Beam holders
The necessary number of the beam holders is determined with a consumption ratio of 1.5 items / lin. m.
The formula is:
Necessary number of beam holders = L /length of ridge in m/ x 1.5 items/m´ { items}
6.3. Accessories and elements for safety and strengthening the roof

Necessary number of half tiles = number of rows x 2‐3 items/row {items}
5. SPECIFICATION OF THE NUMBER OF ENDING /SIDE/ ACCESSORIES
The placement of tiles is done from right to left and from the eaves to the ridge. The rows start and end with the side tiles
or with other words – the rows start with right ending and end with left ending tiles.
The necessary number of tiles is determined with a consumption ratio of 3 items / lin. m. From the design of the roof one
deducts the lengths of the slopes, reduces them according to the slope /item 2/ and the quantity of the side tiles is:
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Snow retaining elements
In Bulgaria there are two clearly distinctive areas of snow loading:
● Area I – up to 90 kg/m²
● Area II – up to 150 kg/m²
Specification of the necessary numbers of snow retaining elements is made depending on the normative area of snow
loading and from the slope of the roof
Catalogue Tiles
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The first step is specifying the num‐
ber of rows, on which according to
the scheme one shall mount the
snow retaining elements.
This is done on grounds of the plan
of the roof as the length of the
slope is reduced in the well known
way /item 2/. The counting of rows
starts from the lower one /with
eaves/ row. This is row number 1.
As a rule on the first row tiles there
are no snow retaining elements are
not mounted!
There are possible several cases of
placement of elements, which are
function of the areas of loading from snow and the grade of slope.

Case number 4 – Area II and the grade of the slope of roof is up to 30°
On the second row the direction of the ridge, one mounts one element for every tile.
On the third row they are mounted – through a tile, i.e. their total number for this row is with 1/3 less than the calculated for
the second row. On the fourth row one mounts through tile according to the third row /in order to have a checkmate position/.
Case number 5 – Area II and the grade
of the slope of roof is up to 45°
On the second row the direction of
the ridge, one mounts one element
for every tile.
On the third row they are mounted
– through a tile, i.e. their total num‐
ber for this row is with 1/3 less than
the calculated for the second row.
On the fourth row one mounts
through tile according to the third
row /in order to have a checkmate
position/.

Case number 1 – Area I and the grade of the slope of roof is up to 30°
On the second row the direction of the ridge, one mounts one element for every tile.
On the third row there are mounted – through a tile, i.e. their total number for this row
is with 1/3 less than the calculated for the second row.

Case number 2 – Area I and the grade
of the slope of roof is up to 45°
On the second row the direction of
the ridge, one mounts one element
for every tile.
On the third row there are mounted
– through a tile, i.e. their total num‐
ber for this row is with 1/3 less than
the calculated for the second row.

Case number 3 – Area I and the grade
of the slope of roof is more than 45°
On the second row the direction of
the ridge, one mounts one element
for every tile.
On the third row they are mounted
through a tile, i.e. their total num‐
ber for this row is with 1/3 less than
the calculated for the second row.
On the fourth row one mounts
through tile according to the third
row /in order to have a checkmate
position/.

Case number 6 – Area II and the grade
of the slope of roof is more than 45°
On the second row the direction of
the ridge, one mounts one element
for every tile.
On the third row they are mounted
– through a tile, i.e. their total num‐
ber for this row is with 1/3 less than
the calculated for the second row.
On the fourth row one mounts
through tile according to the third
row /in order to have a checkmate
position/. On the fifth row they are
mounted through a tile /again
checkmate style/, according to the
fourth row.

After we have determined the number of rows, on which we are going to mount snow retaining elements, we de‐
termine in an easy way the number of these elements as we know that in one linear meter are mounted 3 tiles. Every
row has a specified length and it is made from the drawings of the plan and the sections of the roof. The necessary
number snow retaining elements for the second row are specified on the formula:
Necessary number of snow retaining elements = L /length of row in m/ x 3 items/m´ { items
The necessary number snow retaining elements for every next row are specified on the formula:
Necessary number of snow retaining elements = L /length of row in m/ x 2 items/m´ { items}
Remark: In the mountain and the highly mounting areas in Bulgaria is possible to have snow falls, which could lead
to snow loads bigger than 150 kg/m2. In these case the number of the snow retaining elements is determined ac‐
cording to the formula:
Necessary number of snow retaining elements = F /area of the roof in m2/ x {1,3 – 1,8 items/m2}
This means that on every 8th or 6th tile one should mount a snow retaining element according to the known check‐
mate scheme.
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Roof ridge‐tiles clips
From the name it is clear that the design is strengthening of the ridge against extreme winds and storms. Quantity is
specified according to the formula:
Necessary number of roof ridge‐tiles clips = L /length of ridge in m/ x 2.25 items/m´ { items}
Clips for fixing the tiles
They serve for strengthening the roof against extreme winds and storms. The quantity is specified according to the formula:
Necessary number of clips for tiles = F /area of the roof in m2/ x 5‐8 items/m2 {items}
Clips for fixing the cut tiles
They serve for strengthening the roof against extreme winds and storms. The quantity is specified according to the formula:

During the winter the water steam from the internal part of the building, resp. the under‐roof area go through the heat
insulation layer and reach the cold surface of the roof /tiles/ ‐ Second Law of the Thermodynamics. When they meet
an objection – bitumen paper or other steam not letting membranes /folio/, there is a danger of condensation. The
humidity harms both the wooden construction and the heating insulation. In this way the humidity durably and irre‐
versibly lessens the heat insulation qualities of the materials.
Problem Nr. 3 – Lack of mandatory ventilated area between the under‐roof folio and the base
This problem until recently has led to complex details related to the limitation of the under‐roof space and diminished
energy efficiency.
A solution to the above mentioned problems is made with the steam letting folio and membranes. They are very im‐
portant element of the modern roof constructions. Roof system Technocim includes two different types of steam
letting under‐roof folio and membranes.

Necessary number of clips for cut tiles = F /area of the roof in m2/ x 2‐3 items/m2 {items}
6.4. Roof valleys
Profile for roof valleys
Thin sheet profile which protects the roof from intrusion of water through the roof valley. The profiles are with length
of 2000 mm and width of 600 mm. They are colored in the color of the corresponding tiles – red, brown or anthracite.
The lengths of the roof valleys are calculated from the design with the plan of the roof.
Necessary numbers of roof valleys = L /length of the roof valley in m/: 2 m´/unit {items}
6.5. Roof linings
Self‐adhesive bands for linings
Through the roof usually there are ventilation and smoke directing chimneys going. The areas around these crossings
are “sores”, which could lead to intrusion of water in the under‐roof area. On these places and on “endings” of tiles
to walls and front sides there are made special linings from self‐adhesive bands covered with aluminum. The quan‐
tities of these linings are taken from the drawings for the roof.
We offer two types of bands Flex Standard Alu and Flex 3D Alu. They have width of 300 mm and length of 5000mm.
The necessary amounts are calculated according to the formula:
Necessary numbers of self‐adhesive band = L /length of the element in m/: 5 m´/unit {items}
Ending profiles
The linings are ended and shaped esthetically with the help of the ending profile of thin sheet colored in accordance
with the color of the tiles.
We offer ending profile – rail Flex Alu, which is length 2000 mm and width 60 mm

A. Steam barrier / controlling layer/
This layer is placed at the bottom of the lining, under the heat insulation, in order to control the letting of water steams
to the heat insulation which could worsen its qualities. These folio types should have the following characteristics:
steam letting capacity – maximum one = 40 g/m²/ 24h
diffusive – equivalent thickness ‐ Sd=1,00 m
density – maximum one = 110 g/m²
Remark:

When performing a cold roof /without heat insulation/ this layer is not placed.

B. The under tile membrane – steam letting layer
With this membrane one solves all issues on the protection of the heat insulation and the under‐roof area against the
harmful influence of humidity and also the maximum rational and functional use of the under‐roof volume. The hot
and humid air which rises from the internal part of the building towards the under‐roof area could transit freely and
without objections through the steam letting membrane.
When on the internal surface of the tiles there forms condense or through them in a way intrudes rain water, the
water drops should fall onto the upper surface of the steam letting membrane to the gutters, without wetting the heat
insulation. This layer is mounted immediately over the heat insulation or under the tiles. The under tile membrane
should have the following characteristics:
steam letting capacity – from 1500 to 5000 g/m²/24h
diffusion equiv. thickness – Sd=from 0.015 to 0.030m
density – from 110 to 175 g/m²
Remark:

Necessary numbers of ending profile = L /length of the element in m/: 2 m´/unit {items}

From particular significance is to know which side of the steam letting membrane is front one so that one could
assemble them correctly. In other case the effect shall be a reverse one. This is valid for all types of folio and
membranes. Usually there are instructions on the packaging for the direction of letting the water steams.

7.3. Specification of the necessary amounts of under‐roof membranes
7. UNDER-ROOF FOLIA AND MEMBRANES
When performing a roof system there are two main types of roofs with regard to the requirements to the under‐
roof rooms – warm sloped roof and cold sloped roof. With the warm roof it is mandatory to place the heat insulation
under the tiles, which differs it from the cold one, which is without heat insulation and usually the under‐roof space
is not used for household needs. Such roofs are performed recently exclusively and only for agricultural buildings or
for storehouse rooms, for which the requirements for energy efficiency are not mandatory. We shall look in details
the performance of a warm sloped roof. It is according to the type of material from which the construction is made,
either wooden, steel concrete or metal one. In the specified example we shall look in details at the warm sloped roof
made from wooden construction.
7.1. Under‐roof folio and membranes. Areas of placement
All types of roofs and in particular the sloped ones are subjected to serious atmosphere influences ‐ rain, snow, wind
etc. which could intrude through the displaced or broken tiles and could damage the correct functioning of the con‐
struction. This leads most often to:
Problem nr. 1 – Worsening of the comfort in the entire building
Problem nr. 2 – Damaging the protection of the heat insulation from humidity
/water steam from the internal part of the buildings/
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For specifying the necessary quantities steam diffusion folio /membranes/ we again should consider all drafts and de‐
tails, which we have described in the beginning /starting data item 1/. After we have determined the square area of
the roof, which we shall cover with tiles, we could easily calculated the necessary square area of the under‐roof folio
/membranes/ according to the following formula:
Necessary area of the under tile membrane = F /area of the roof in m²/ х 1,07 {m²}
Remark:

1,07 – ratio taking into consideration the overlapping of the membrane at the places of connection

One should take into consideration that the steam letting membranes, which we offer, have sizes 1,5m x 50 m, e.g.
in such a roll there are 75m2. As we know this it shall be easy to specify the necessary quantity of rolls. We perform
the system with the following types of folio and membranes:
Under tile folio Silver for steam barrier / see item A/
Under tile membranes Classic, Maxi and Strong – three and four layered heavily steam letting membranes for
under tile assembly /see item B/
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TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC

Concrete tiles

INDICATORS FOR

These tiles are recently to be found on the market, and they are more and more popular. The user knows very fast
about their advantages and they are now sold better than the ceramic tiles. It is a well known fact, that Europe has
been restored with the use of concrete tiles after the damages of the World War II.

SLOPED ROOFS
Every building receives some type of roof, which like an “umbrella” protects it from rain, snow, wind and in general from
all kinds of unfavorable atmosphere conditions. From the quality of the roof there depend very heavily the stability, the
longevity and the esthetical look of the building. It is not unusual the old Bulgarian tradition – when starting the per‐
formance of the roof of a particular building one should raise the Bulgarian flag and the masters should receive as gift
shirts and towels. This important role of the roof is reflected in the Law on the Territory Arrangement art. 152, par. 2 –
one does not acknowledge for finished the type of “raw construction” of the building, if the roof is not finished. All nor‐
mative regulations for design and performance of the roof pay particular attention, which proves what huge importance
has the roof for every building and what attention should be paid to it from all participants in the investment process.
The first step towards realization of a safe and durable roof is selecting the type of material which shall cover the build‐
ing. For this purpose it is necessary to get acknowledged with the advantages and disadvantages of the offered at the mar‐
ket materials for covering of sloped roofs.
When selecting material for water protection of the roof one should mainly take into consideration the efficiency under
the particular circumstances of a particular project. Even a material with excellent insulation, exploitation and esthetical
qualities could be inappropriate if the weight is too big and the roof construction is enlightened. From the other part
with a too small weight of the cover even with the longest durability of the material it is possible that the unfavorable
“sucking" action of the wind should shorten significantly the exploitation life of the roof. These and many more factors
make the selection of the most appropriate material for the roof a complex engineering task, which correct solution guar‐
antees minimum maintenance, longevity and safety. The diversification of roof materials at the market could hamper
every single user, who has no experience in such type of selection.

Advantages:

Other benefits of the concrete roof items of TECHNOCIM
1. The accumulation of the strength of the concrete goes on as the years pass by! When compared
with the ceramic tiles ‐ the concrete ones become harder and harder with the course of time,
i.e. the longevity of the roof is guaranteed. They have exploitation life of more than 50 years.
2. Technocim’s tiles are resistant to frost‐thaw cycles. They have high density and that is why they
absorb less humidity from rain and snow. The risk level for absorbing humidity and freeze is
equal to zero. Technocim tiles are much more frost resistant and durable in comparison to al‐
ternative roof materials.
3. Concrete tiles are not susceptible to strong winds, storms and torrent rains no matter what the
roof construction might be. They absorb 25% less humidity in comparison to the ceramic tiles
and the special fixing brackets add extra stability to the roof. Their own body mass contributes
to the better stability of the roof as well when compared to alternative roof products.
4. Technocim’s concrete tiles do not increase the pressure of the roof construction per square
meter because the norm is 10 tiles per square meter while with the ceramic ones the norm is
15 tiles per square meter.
5. The tiles of Technocim are manufactured fully automated with quality mixtures and technolog‐
ical lines of the leading manufacturers in Europe ABECE AB‐ Sweden. That is why the shapes
and sizes of the tiles have the minimal possible diversion levels which is a condition for ideal and
quick fitting during installation.
6. Technocim’s tiles are highly resistant to hail. Their high density and the excellent quality of the
additional second covering makes them exceptionally resistant to hails which are a common
phenomenon in our country. The ceramic materials with varnished and glazed upper surfaces do
form micro cracks during hails. With the lapse of time these cracks tend to enlarge and become
a reason for the increasing of water absorption which in turn leads to destruction of the frost‐
thaw cycles.
7. Technocim concrete times do not burn and successfully protect the basic wooden constructions
from inflammation.

1. TYPES OF MATERIALS. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
It is not an easy task to select the best for your roof, since at the market there is a variety of most different roof ma‐
terials offered – traditional ceramic tiles, modern concrete tiles, different types of shingles /wooden, bitumen, metal
ones/ and roll‐on bitumen materials. All of them offer excellent hydro insulation qualities, good protection against
strike and safe protection from the UV rays. But one could say immediately that not all are appropriate for every sin‐
gle type of roof.
The first thing, which should be considered, when selecting the material, is the level of deformation capability. The
construction of the sloped roof is such, that requires the possibility for development of big deformations in the roof
without compromising the cover, which leads to damaging the water protection. Considering this we reach the con‐
clusion that the most appropriate are the covers, which are composed of many in number but small in size elements.
This could be the ceramic and the concrete tiles and the bitumen shingles.

Ceramic tiles
This is one traditional and proven in time material for sloped roofs. It is very good known by the builders and
the non‐experts.
Advantages:

They have long exploitation life of up to 100 years, they are used many times, low toxic,
with good durability under severe atmosphere conditions, stable to fire and chemical ag‐
gression.

Disadvantages:

They do not stand against heavy hailstorms. Some tiles are broken directly by the icy pieces
and other become cracked and with the time they are damaged as a result of the small cracks
on them. The other great disadvantage is from ecological nature – the big quantity of energy,
necessary for their production.
When compared to the concrete tiles with regard to the exploitation costs the ceramic tiles
are in not so favorable position – the annual exploitation costs for roof made of ceramic tiles
are with approx. 0,30 Eur/m2 per year higher.
Another great disadvantage of the ceramic tiles are the higher initial capital costs. There is a
decrease of the resources of quality clay in worldwide aspect, which is necessary for the pro‐
duction of this type of tiles.
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Their main and biggest advantage against the ceramic tiles is the quality‐high density and low
pore capacity, which leads to very good hydro insulation parameters and high durability of the
cycles “freezing‐melting”.
The initial capital costs are less than the costs for ceramic tiles, i.e. very appropriate for low
budget sites.

Disadvantages: Bigger own weight than the ceramic tiles and therefore the users refrain from buying them,
when there are needed repairs of existing roofs. But here we must explain: the loading per
sq.m. by the ceramic and the concrete tiles is one and the same, since the concrete tiles are
with bigger sizes than the ceramic ones and their consumption is 10 items/m2, and the con‐
sumption of the ceramic ones is 15 items/m2.

Bitumen tiles (shingles and roll‐on bitumen membranes)
Advantages:

When the funds are limited, i.e. the budget is limited and the strive towards economy is a
leading one, the bitumen tiles are a perfect choice. The use of bitumen tiles made of distilled
bitumen modified with APP or with SBS, but not made of oxidized bitumen, is recommended.
The latter ones are not qualitative, therefore they are cheaper. The same is valid for the use
of roll‐on bitumen membranes. The bitumen tiles – shingles are stable and nice, they are as‐
sembled easy and quick and with a good assembly they have a maximum exploitation life of
15 years. They have low own weight and offer performances even with the most complex con‐
figurations of the roof lines.
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Disadvantages:

They require qualified experts for the assembly. Their exploitation life is a considerably short
one.They have higher exploitation costs than the tiles – with approx. 0,67 Eur/m2 per year,
compared to the ceramic tiles. Although they have protection layers from slates or different
quartz sands they are not stable against the UV rays. They burn faster, especially when the
layer is not performed during the production in a correct way and after approx. 10 years they
start to break and fall from the roof. The performance of a roof with roll‐on bitumen mem‐
branes is not esthetically good one.

Metal tiles
Advantages:

Disadvantages:

Their low own weight makes them ideal product for areas with high seismic activity.
There are manufacturers, who give long exploitation life – up to 50 years. They are covered with
various anti‐corrosive layers colored in nice colors. They could be recycled.

Big initial capital costs – expensive solution for a roof. Very high exploitation costs. Although
the technologies for covering with anticorrosive products become even better, the corrosion
remains the greatest problem.

At the market there are also wooden shingles, shingles and sheet iron /mixture from lead and zinc/ or only zinc, cov‐
ering plates from natural stone. But these are coverings for buildings, which are cultural monuments, old restored
buildings of historical significance etc.
The criteria when selecting a covering for sloped roofs could be both technical and esthetical, technological and eco‐
nomic ones. Even more and more the choice shall be influenced by the environmental factors. Most companies, of‐
fering roof materials, have professional experts at their disposal, who could help you in the process of selecting the
most appropriate roof cover. Technocim is no exclusion to this rule and our experts could advise you even for the
choice of the entire roof system, including all necessary roof materials /concrete tiles, roof ridge‐tiles, ending tiles,
3‐way apex and 4‐way apex tiles etc./ as well as for the modern elements and accessories with the help of which one
gets solutions to the issues with the ventilation of the roof, the snow retaining problems, the drainage, the hydro in‐
sulation steam letting membranes, the supporting and sealing details.

2. VALUE INDICATORS
Before making your final choice on the type of roof cover, you must mandatorily make a price research, too. The
issue with the price of the roof has no categorically and single solution.
The price depends on many various factors.
The rule is that the higher price reflects the better quality.
As a base for the price formation is the issue with the quantitative account. When performing new construction and
even when repairing old one, usually there is no such account. With the assistance of an expert, you could solve this
problem and if you use the services of Technocim this expert shall prepare the quantitative account for free. So you
should be assured, that in the price for m2 there should be included all necessary elements and accessories, needed
for a contemporary modern solution for the roof.
For the ease of our customers we offer some orientation prices for the various roof covers which are offered at our
market at the moment.

Prices for concrete tiles of Technocim
Steam letting membrane – from 1.10 BGN/m2 to 2.60 BGN/m2
Concrete tiles Breeze and Onda – from 13 BGN/m2 and from 14 BGN/m2
Concrete tiles Plano/flat tile/‐ 18 BGN/m2
Prices for bitumen tiles‐shingles
Lower /under tile/ membrane – from 1.00 BGN/m2 to 6.60 BGN/m2
Bitumen tiles ‐ shingles – from 7.7 BGN/m2 to 25 BGN/m2
Bitumen tiles with copper coverage – from 55 BGN/m2 to 80 BGN/m2
Remark:

All prices are without labor costs and without VAT and are on grounds of a marketing research of the
commercial division of Technocim for 2010.

In order to finish and to add more clarity into your idea about the values of the different types roof covers we shall
offer a technical economic comparison, made in Germany – country with far more experience in the building of con‐
temporary sloped roofs.

3. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF COVERS FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF THE
CAPITAL COSTS AND EXPLOITATION COSTS
According to some data of the Polytechnic University in Stuttgart, Germany, published in the magazine for “Archi‐
tecture and construction” in 2008, made on grounds of long year observations and researches, the technical life of
the various roof covers is as follows:
1. Covers from bitumen tiles and membranes from modified bitumen – 25 years with average value
of 50 EUR/m2
2. Covers from concrete tiles – 45 years with average value of 70 EUR/m2
3. Covers from ceramic tiles – 100 years with average value of 90 EUR/m2
After one takes into consideration the capital costs, the amortization write‐offs /ageing/ and the necessary small re‐
pair works, which are needed during the exploitation, one has the following values for annual exploitation costs:
1. Covers from bitumen membranes made of modified bitumen – 11,25 EUR/m2 per year
2. Covers from concrete tiles – 10,58 EUR/m2 per year
3. Covers from ceramic tiles – 10.875 EUR/m2 per year

From the made calculations we could draw the following conclusions:
1. Initially, the capital costs when using ceramic tiles are bigger. Here the advantage of the concrete tiles is
clear and undoubted!
2. The roofs performed with ceramic tiles, regardless of the fact, that have a longer technical life than the
roofs with concrete tiles, are eventually more expensive and more unprofitable than the concrete ones
because of the higher exploitation costs.

Prices for roll‐on hydro insulation made of modified bitumen
First layer with thickness from 3 to 4 mm – from 2 BGN/m2 to 7 BGN/m2
Second layer with thickness from 4 kg/m2 to 5 kg/m2 ‐ from 3,50BGN/m2 to 9 BGN/m2
Prices for ceramic tiles
Steam letting membrane – from 1,10 BGN/m2 to 7,80 BGN/m2
Ceramic tiles – from 7 BGN/m2 to 16 BGN/m2
Prices for concrete tiles
Steam letting membrane – from 1.30 BGN/m2 to 3.20 BGN/m2
Concrete tiles – from 12 BGN/m2 to 19.80 BGN/m2
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